PRAISE FOR Advertising to Baby Boomers

“...We recommend Chuck Nyren’s Advertising to Baby Boomers to all of our GRAND Magazine advertisers to help them put together effective print and online ads to reach our Baby Boomer grandparent readers.

—Christine Crosby, founder, GRAND Magazine

Straight talk from someone who knows how to do it right, for the right price.

—Laurel Kennedy, president, Age Lessons, author of The Daughter Trap

For years businesses have been told that Boomers would represent terrific opportunities as they aged. As Chuck Nyren points out, that strategic advice was then discouraged by advertising and media types who lived in the world of the precious 18–49 demo. Finally, the opportunities are being recognized. Businesses are rapidly developing products and services targeted to Boomers. Nyren gives sound advice on how to communicate with this powerful consumer segment.

—John McMennamin, McMennamin Consulting

Chuck’s book is refreshing and informative, a creative opinion with real insights and in-depth understanding, supported with practical advice in a highly readable format.

—Gill Walker, director, Evergreen Marketing Communications, Australia

Chuck Nyren has earned the distinction as the go-to guy for the inside dope on what Boomers want and how advertisers can effectively target this dynamic, powerful, and flush market.

—Marty Davis, former anchor, MSNBC News
Washington correspondent, Hour Magazine

Baby Boomers have money and they spend it! But before you target them, read Chuck Nyren’s insightful, entertaining, and refreshingly candid book. You’ll avoid common mistakes and find the keys to motivating savvy boomers.

—Todd Harff, president & CEO, Creating Results, LLC

Chuck Nyren is one the best writers on 50+ advertising and marketing—anywhere. He doesn’t hide behind jargon; he shoots from the hip and tells it how it really is.

—Martin Smith, group managing director, Millennium UK
Praise for Advertising to Baby Boomers

In the future—after many of us Baby Boomers are dead and buried—Nyren’s book could well be hailed as a classic in the annals of advertising education. Looking back, some may call him a pundit. Others may call him a visionary. Both would be correct. In my opinion [the book] is a “must read” for any executives who wonder which half of their advertising dollars is being wasted.

—Eric Voth, ERV Productions

I bought over 80 books on the subject of Boomers, advertising, and marketing for my M.A. thesis on images of Boomer women. Chuck Nyren was the only writer who put it all together, brilliantly, in one source. His book was the mainstay of my citations. Any advertiser who does not understand his premise that Boomers are diverse adults who do not want to be seen as Steve Martin’s caricature of “wild and crazy guys” is going to alienate this pivotal generation—or, worse yet, miss them all together.

—Mary Duffy, Ford Models, 40+ fashion and beauty writer

Chuck Nyren’s wit and charm only partially disguise the razor-sharp teeth that he flashes at an industry in denial.

—Marc Middleton, founder and president, The Growing Bolder Media Group

If you get the idea that you need to reach baby boomers, Chuck’s book is the foundation for that effort.

—Jon Currie, Currie Communications

Chuck Nyren is a funny writer. Well, he’s a serious writer who’s funny. Since everyone is trying to figure out how to market to Baby Boomers, his book will probably be the best guide yet.

—Ian Reisen, AgingHipsters.com

I like the way [Nyren] seems, between the lines, to be giving us boomers our dignity back.

—Julie Muhlstein, The Everett Herald

Advertising to Baby Boomers unlocks the minds and hearts of the large and affluent generation that challenged the reconfigured society’s rules at each stage of life. . . Nyren is serious about his precepts, but easy to read and humorous in his writing style . . . even the most experienced professionals are likely to hit upon new ideas for increasing their products’ appeal among boomer market consumers.

—Excerpted from GenerationTarget.com
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The first edition of this book was published in June 2005. Copies ended up in the hands of some influential folk thanks to Paramount Market Publishing and Len Stein of Visibility PR.

There was one outcome I wasn’t ready for: Advertising to Baby Boomers was selected as a classroom resource by The Advertising Educational Foundation. Only thirty or so books have been selected as classroom resources by AEF out of thousands of marketing and advertising books released each year.

I was shocked, flattered, and obviously honored. Advertising to Baby Boomers isn’t exactly an academic treatise. It’s been described by many as a bold, breezy read, often polemical, a rant, with humorous asides and potent advice nestled between shrieks.

Since then, hundreds of college and university libraries around the world have scooped it up. I receive a steady stream of emails and phone calls from students and professors. Not a typical one, but a fun one:

To: Chuck Nyren  
From: (A professor at a university in Pennsylvania)  
Subject: Keep Preachin’

Keep preachin’ brother because some still refuse to hear. My students just presented a campaign geared to baby boomers to a group of judges at the National Student Advertising Competition. When we mentioned your book as proof that boomers don’t like flashy ads, some 25-year-old copywriter/judge from BBDO West told them, “I can’t believe boomers don’t like slick ads.” So, keep preachin’ and maybe they too will one day hear.
In August 2005 I was a guest on Advertising Age’s syndicated radio program The Advertising Show, where I mixed it up with industry pros Brad Forsythe and Ray Schilens. Again, lots of fun and an honor to have been invited. Then came a bunch of positive reviews, dozens of interviews in newspapers, magazines, and on radio, and offers to write pieces for trade mags, web sites, and advertising agency newsletters. I’ve spoken at many summits and conferences around the country. I just keep preachin’.

But the bigger story is all the press Baby Boomers are receiving lately. Technically, the first Baby Boomer turned 60 years old in January 2006. Newsweek, Businessweek, MSNBC, and dozens of media outlets have had special reports about this unwieldy generation and its non-stop influence on just about everything. Conventional wisdom says that this influence will continue for at least another 25 years.

And shock of shocks, the advertising industry is beginning to acknowledge this demographic. However, I’m not so sure that they are doing an adequate job with their marketing and creative campaigns. I talked about this in the first edition, and expand on it in this edition.

The victims, of course, are advertisers. Most are not getting their money’s worth. The lessons about marketing and advertising to Baby Boomers in this book and a handful of others have yet to be put to good use.

About This Edition

Five chapters have been punched up and updated. There are a handful of fresh chapters. Most of the new material was inspired by the dozens of people I’ve met over the last year and a half: other advertising and marketing folk, clients who have come aboard for consulting and creative work, professors and students eager to learn from me (but I end up learning more from them). What great company I’ve been keeping.
Write a business book sometime. You’ll think that you’ve said it all. Then people read it, you make friends, you discuss the themes in your book, they have their own ideas and opinions about it all—and you’re humbled a hundred times over.

—Chuck Nyren
January 2007
“NO, I DON’T THINK A 68-YEAR-OLD COPYWRITER . . . can write with the kids. That he’s as creative. That he’s as fresh. But he may be a better surgeon. His ad may not be quite as fresh and glowing as the Madison Avenue fraternity would like to see it be, and yet he might write an ad that will produce five times the sales. And that’s the name of the game, isn’t it?”

—ROSSER REEVES
**INTRODUCTION**

The Geritol Syndrome

If you’re a Baby Boomer you remember the early television ads for Geritol™ ("Do you have iron-poor, tired blood?"). They were dry, stilted, and among kids fidgeting in front of the box, often evoked laughter.

One from the Fifties had a husband coming home to a messy house and an apathetic wife. He pulls out a pistol and pulls the trigger. Out pops a banner, unfurling the word “Geritol.” The next day the house is clean, the wife perky.

Others were more dramatic. The plots for these one-minute soap operas went something like this: A mother or grandmother was tired, irritable. A husband would notice—and with concern, lovingly comment. Sage advice followed. The message: A daily spoonful of Geritol saves marriages. One memorable tag line was: “My wife. I think I’ll keep her.”

Today the Geritol spots are considered an anathema when discussing 50-plus marketing. You could use them as examples of what not to do. But no one talks about how effective they were in reaching their target market. As usual, the truth lies somewhere in between. The Geritol campaigns were successful because of their simple, direct messages. A similar campaign today, using vague, anxiety-ridden scare tactics, might not work for Baby Boomers. We’re too smart (or perhaps too jaded) to be fooled by hackneyed situations and simplistic answers.

However, this doesn’t mean that a clear, direct message about your product or service would not be effective. The real reason the Geritol ads were funny was because they weren’t exactly the cutting-
edge of advertising “art.” These weren’t sexy ads, ones that an agency would brandish as their best work. Over martinis just off Madison Avenue, I doubt that you ever heard, “Wow! Did you see the latest Geritol spot? Baby, fantabulous!”

And so continues the Geritol Syndrome. When advertisers do “get creative” and target Baby Boomers, they’re usually off the mark. The spot for Cadillac using Led Zeppelin’s “Rock and Roll” oozes cognitive dissonance, but after an initial jump in sales, the commercial is now considered a flop. The campaign was revamped, keeping the music (snippets of the guitar breaks, none of this “Been a long time since I rock ‘n’ rolled”), and are now targeted to a younger demographic.

Too bad; they probably could have done better.

Then there are the prescription drug ads, like the one with Boomer pod people standing motionless on some sci-fi planet, eerily announcing, one-by-one, how they feel better after . . . I don’t know . . . after becoming pod people.

“Baby, fantabulous!”

To be fair, it’s not always the agency’s fault. Clients often have some vague notion of what they want, and the balancing act isn’t always easy, or successful. Do you create a campaign for the client or for the public? This is a familiar-to-ad agencies dilemma.

But if Cadillac wants to appeal to Baby Boomers (we think of Cads as cars gangsters drive, or as hearses) do you really have to position them as something that will make us feel young again as we zoom around blasting rock and roll while our car is in cruise control? Only occasionally do we sit around and daydream about being eighteen again. Most of the time we don’t feel that old.

To promote prescription drugs (or almost anything) must you use overblown computer graphics to create some visually demented atmosphere that looks like the latest video game? I think not.

Personally, I often get a chuckle out of computer morphing and all the latest special effects (although they’re getting old fast). And I don’t mind being entertained with witty turns-of-phrase. But Baby Boomers have seen it all. We grew up watching commercials.

You can amuse, but don’t assume. Give us the facts. Pitching to the
emotions instead of the brain is the biggest mistake agencies make when marketing and advertising to Baby Boomers.* We’ll decide for ourselves how fast to take the curves in our new Caddies.

We’ll also decide a few other things before long, including how, when, and where we will be marketed to. The ubiquity of the worldwide web and cable television, the ease and affordability of computer printing of magazines and books, along with other forms of communication are creating new ways of reaching all demographics. But it will be the Baby Boomers who will be the first to pick and choose, to ignore or be seduced by leading-edge technology marketing.

There’s a simple reason for this. We *have the money to buy this stuff.* Experts say we’ll continue to have the money for at least the next twenty years. Write us off at your own peril.

So What Are the Target Markets for this Book?

Let’s work from the bottom up:

Tertiary: On the surface, it might seem that *Advertising to Baby Boomers* is a “how-to” for major advertising agencies and multi-national marketing firms, the big guys.

I’m sure they’ll get something out of it. According to internet stats from various websites I write for, they already have, downloading and printing many of my articles over the last few years.

But corporations are hulking behemoths, not amenable to new ideas or sweeping changes. I’m proposing a minor revolution in the advertising industry, one that won’t trickle down but bubble up. It’s not a technology driven revolution. It’s a human one.

Secondary: Small-to-medium-sized advertising and marketing agencies. They may squirm at first, even kick and scream—but eventually will be co-beneficiaries of this common sense revolution. Some may become the heroes and heroines of this reasoned paradigm.

* Actually, there are ways of “pitching to the emotions” of Baby Boomers (emotional branding). The problem is that advertising agencies more often than not pitch to the wrong emotions—and there’s a reason why. I’ll talk about this later.
Primary: It’s a book about advertising—but I’ve written it for anybody who owns or works for a company—large, medium, or small—and is involved with marketing a product or service where one of your target markets is (or should be) the 40-plus demographic. Even though it comes from a creative advertising perspective, this book is for the client.

When targeting Baby Boomers, I’m not convinced that the advertising industry is serving its clients well. You’re not getting your money’s worth. Some simple demands, a bit of vigilance, and you could change things around, and get much more than you’re paying for.

Advertising to Baby Boomers is also for anybody with a marketing or product idea, yet to be realized or about to come to market. Venture capitalists take heed: the largest demographic of entrepreneurs are over forty, the largest consumer demographic the same. Baby Boomers will soon be marketing to themselves again, after a hiatus of twenty-odd years.

What’s to Be Gleaned from These Pages

If this is a “how-to” book, it’s how to effectively communicate and partner with an advertising agency or creative freelancer.

- How to find a good one for your product or service, one that understands on an instinctive level how to communicate with the 40-plus market.
- What questions you should ask when interviewing or being “pitched” by an agency.
- How to help develop a campaign with your agency.
- When to step in with advice and demands, and when to leave them alone.
- When to trust the advertising or marketing agency, and when to question its judgments.
- How to demand more from your ad agency when building campaigns aimed at Baby Boomers.
- How to critique ad campaigns.
I’m not leaving out the small entrepreneur with the bullets above. Many examples I provide, comments I make, and ideas I propose focus on advertising campaigns and products with which you are probably familiar. Don’t be intimidated. The advertising principles are the same for General Motors worldwide as they are for a General Store in a semi-retirement or vacation community.

Or you may have a flair for writing, for graphics, for marketing and selling. If you’ve developed that better mousetrap and you are marketing it, on eBay or anywhere else, *Advertising to Baby Boomers* may spark some ideas of your own. Use this book as a starting point for your handmade campaign.

I’ll also be causing some trouble, ruffling feathers. (I already have, if you haven’t noticed.) But the purpose of this book is to get your brain roiling and place you on track when you’re focusing on advertising to this specific market and its cohorts. If you think I’m off the mark every so often (or even often), fine. If what comes out of this are better ideas of your own, then as far as I’m concerned *Advertising to Baby Boomers* has served its purpose.

That’s what this book really is: a catalyst for creative thinking.

And, if you’re a businessperson, you know that creative thinking doesn’t begin and end inside an advertising agency.
CHAPTER ONE

Why Companies and Ad Agencies Need Baby Boomers

Boomers have transformed American society and institutions, but not always in ways they had anticipated or like to remember . . . Boomers control most major institutions in America . . . the ethic of self-fulfillment and the broader definition of individualism have seeped into every corner of American society and culture . . . Their emphasis on individual rights and the underlying challenge to authority led to a dramatic democratization of American culture . . . Today, Boomer culture is American culture.

—Steve Gillon, Boomer Nation

This book is not a “Who Dunnit?” It’s a business book. If there is a mystery to unravel, I’ll lay it all out in front of you before the end of this chapter. It’s also not a pedantic history book—but stick with me for a bit.

Advertising and marketing weren’t always as complicated as they are today. For various reasons (cultural, economic, political) many demographic groups were completely ignored. The conventional (and unspoken) wisdom was, “Why market to them? We reach them and they have to buy products anyway. So why sully our ads with non-white folks, except as comic foils?”

Without too much debate, you could pretty much break down targeted demographics in the first decades of the 20th century this way:

---

• Young
• Old
• Male
• Female
• Rich
• Middle Class
• City
• Country

. . . and all White.
Mix and match for cohorts.

If I were to make a list of all the markets and their cohorts today it would go on for ten pages. There are hundreds of marketing books for hundreds of identified demographics, numerous books for each cohort within these markets.

Things have changed, all for the better—culturally and economically. However, a strange thing happened during this constructive inclusion of targeted social groups. Each generation of advertisers developed its own versions of yesteryear’s myopia and conceit.

While advertising agencies were never a healthy blend of gender and ethnicity until recently (and many still believe quite correctly that it isn’t quite perfect yet), agencies of the past were usually an effective mixture of young, middle-aged, and old. Creative directors, copywriters, and graphic artists could be any age. Smart account execs assigned accounts to creatives based on their age and cultural strengths.

Of course, it was tough to assign creatives based on their ages and cultural strengths if your target market wore diapers or shot spitballs out of straws. But after World War II they did what they could as babies were being born by the millions.

That would be the Baby Boomers (and would include Yours Truly). Because of our numbers, we were bunched together and ruthlessly targeted beginning in the early Fifties. The toy business turned into big business. Upon becoming teenagers in the late Fifties and early Sixties, we were still trusting, non-judgmental marketing fodder.
But something happened in the middle- and late-Sixties. Ad agencies started to get it wrong. Cultural revolutions were happening in and around their precious Baby Boomer target market, and things became a bit chaotic and very confusing. Whether we as individuals jumped into the fray or not, took sides or not, didn’t matter. We were affected. And we weren’t buying into much of what Madison Avenue was offering. Out-of-touch adults weren’t reaching us.

When future historians look back at the contribution made by the Boomer generation, they will no doubt place the expansion of individual freedom at the top of the list of achievements. Boomers not only cheered on the civil rights movement, they spearheaded the feminist cause in the 1970s, and fought for a host of new rights and responsibilities—not just gay rights, handicapped rights, the right to privacy, but the responsibility of everyone to participate in the economy, or more generally just to become engaged in the culture—that changed the tone and character of modern life.

—Steve Gillon, Boomer Nation

Partly to save their hides, ad agencies turned their creative departments over to twenty-somethings. The sheer size of Baby Boomers made them the market—composed of scores of unwieldy cohorts. By attrition, this would have occurred naturally. It just happened ten or fifteen years sooner than with previous generations coming of age.

Barely out of college, Baby Boomers were in control of marketing and advertising to themselves—and became successful at it. After all, we knew the market.

Most of the advertising campaigns were pure gut, spiked with brash creativity. Not much studying of unfamiliar demographics required. Just being young was enough. You could slice and dice the cohorts if you had nothing better to do—but the common denominator was that we were all in our late teens to early thirties (that infamous 18–34 age bracket). We were all young. Market and advertise to that. Whites, African-Americans, Latinos, Asians—all young. What else did we need to know?
Boomers were the largest demographic, the primary target. Conventional wisdom: “All others (kids, older people) were simply niche markets. Why market to them? Besides, we reach older folks and they have to buy products anyway. So why sully our ads with old people and kids, except as comic foils?” (Think Mr. Whipple, “Where’s the beef?” Rodney Allan Rippy, Mikey)

But over the last fifteen years, two concurrent cultural revolutions have happened. They weren’t as dramatic as the ones of the Sixties, but the repercussions have been and will be profound.

The first was the breakup of mass media. Not of the ownership—those battles are still being fought in and around the FCC. This “breakup” had to do with the multitudinous choices we now have for information and entertainment.

We don’t all watch the same three television stations anymore. We don’t all read the same newspapers and magazines (on the internet or in print). Media outlets have grown exponentially, and have their own audience “cohorts.”

I’ll leave this first revolution alone. It bleeds into the next, but is not the subject of this book. There are many excellent ones that deal with media and multi-cultural marketing.

The second very slow, imperceptible revolution had to do with age. That huge, seemingly amorphous group, those irrepressible Baby Boomers, kept getting older. We’re now in our forties and fifties.

Due to our sheer numbers, and because we expanded and kept the economy thriving through our twenties and thirties, Baby Boomers are now the richest generation in history. Not all of us—but as a whole. We continue to be the most powerful, influential socio-economic group.

This big and growing over-45 segment of the population is also the most affluent. Collectively, those 46 and older control more than half of the nation’s discretionary income.

—The New York Times

---

By 2005, 38 million boomers will be 50 or older. While mature Americans make up 35 percent of the population, they have more than 75 percent of the financial assets and nearly 60 percent of the discretionary income. In the marketplace, that makes them the 800-pound gorilla.

—The Hartford Courant

According to data collected by the U.S. Census and Federal Reserve, the 78 million Americans who were 50 or older as of 2001 controlled $28 trillion, or 67% of the country’s wealth.

—Brent Green, Advertising and Marketing Review

Along the way, there was a major marketing disconnect. We’re still the largest and richest demographic—but as far as advertising agencies are concerned, we’re off the radar.

How did this happen?

Baby Boomers who worked in the advertising industry have moved on; partly by choice, partly by design. In many cases we’ve been kicked out or kicked upstairs. Natural attrition. It was meant to be. It’s the normal course of events.

We have left a positive and important legacy in the marketing and advertising worlds: racial and ethnic inclusion, lifestyle inclusion, tons more perceived markets.

But we also left advertising agencies the “Youth Culture.”

The conventional wisdom today: “Why market to Baby Boomers? We reach them anyway. And they have to buy products anyway. So why sully our ads with middle-aged folks, except as comic foils?”

We taught them too well.

Advertising agencies are image-conscious and want to be “hip” (again, residue from Baby Boomers). Not only do they not want to market to Baby Boomers—they simply want to do what they do best: market to themselves. They certainly don’t want to be known as an agency that markets to “older folks” (The Geritol Syndrome).

Again, we taught them too well.

---

So you don’t think this chapter is completely self-serving: A few years ago I was approached by a small company that produced video games. I pretty much said to them, “Why are you interested in me doing creative strategy and copywriting? I’m fifty-one. Find an ad agency that has some young copywriters who know more about these types of products, understand the youth culture today, and can really write and advertise to your market.” And I sent them to a couple of small local ad agencies.

_The point is, when marketing and advertising to Baby Boomers, don’t trust anybody under forty._

Unfortunately, you won’t find too many people _over_ forty in advertising agencies.

The Elephant in the Room

I’ve simplified things to make some points. They are valid points, however. I’ve also bundled Baby Boomers with various social and ethnic groups, possibly giving the impression that we have become “victims” like they once were (and some still are). Nothing could be further from the truth. I simply want to explain why advertising agencies now consider us invisible. But we’re more than simply invisible. We’re the elephant in the room that everybody ignores. Actually, we’re the _Cash Cow_ everybody ignores. Big mistake.

Again, straining the definition of “victim,” who _are_ the victims?

Baby Boomers? Not at all. We’ve done okay for ourselves. Like all generations we’ve achieved a great deal, fell short in some ways and because we’re still an active bunch we have many more chances to achieve, more chances to fail. Our history is far from being written.

Advertising agencies? A trillion-dollar industry is not a victim. They’re just bloated, satisfied, and because nobody is pushing them to change, they’re sitting pretty.

The “victims” are the tens of thousands of companies, large and small, who have products and services for the consumer market. When a company hires an advertising agency, it’s a good bet that they are _not_ getting their money’s worth.
The Giant Leap

Today’s advertising industry needs a minor revolution. Talented men and women in their forties and fifties need to be brought back into the fold if you want to reach Baby Boomers. This includes account executives, copywriters, graphic artists, producers, directors, creative directors. If you plan on implementing a marketing strategy that includes Baby Boomers as a primary, secondary, or tertiary market, and you turn it over to a different generation of advertising professionals, you will forfeit the natural sensibilities required to generate vital campaigns.

Truth is, you can analyze marketing fodder all day and night, read countless books about marketing to Baby Boomers, attend advertising and marketing conventions around the world, and soak up everything all the experts have to say. Much of what is out there is valuable and useful. Some is required reading (I’ll talk about a few later on in chapter twenty. But the bottom line is this: If the right people aren’t in the right jobs—well, you know what happens. What happens is what happens in all arenas of business: failure and (sometimes even worse) mediocrity.

“They buy products anyway . . .”

Sure “they” do. But do they buy your products instead of the competition’s?

Advertising agencies write off your potential target market because they don’t know how to advertise to Baby Boomers anymore than I know how to reach a teenager or young adult who wriggles and zigzags around in his or her chair, punching, skidding, and spasmodically rattling something I believe is referred to as a joystick.

Older generations used this term for something never mentioned in mainstream ads.* Baby Boomers used this term for something a former President didn’t inhale. Don’t try to sell me a joystick; I will be either severely disappointed with your product, or I will make a citizen’s arrest.

As I’ve said, the middle-aged blood has moved on. They’ve become top execs, have retired, or are now employed in other industries.
How do you get them back? Do they want to get their hands dirty again? These former crackerjack creatives must be convinced that they are needed. As a client, you must demand that the right people work on the right campaigns.

Here’s an e-mail I received:

Chuck,

Very interesting concepts regarding the marketing to Baby Boomers . . . I enjoy your writing style . . .

I am an American . . . who was transferred to Sydney, Australia in 1981 by [a very large ad agency] and never looked back. Over the next twenty years I raised a family, ran agencies (including my own) in Sydney, Singapore and Malaysia . . .

Now I am looking at returning to Los Angeles to be closer to my origins and family and am considering the direction of my new venture in LA . . . I have felt for some years that the majority of leading advertising agencies and companies either disregard Boomers totally or only give scant consideration to what is the single most vibrant and exciting consumer group in the world. And this is a problem in Australia as well as the USA . . .

Outside of the typical categories appealing to Boomers (real estate investment, travel, financial services) the majority of companies and agencies simply don’t make the effort. And I think they do so at their own peril . . .

I come from an Account Management/Strategic Planning background so my copy is nothing like yours but I believe my experience is ideally suited to developing marketing to Boomers . . .

So, my question is, how do I get back into the game in LA in this capacity after being away since 1981? I’ve got the credentials, passion and drive to make it happen . . .

Appreciate any thoughts you might have . . .

—Bill D.

I have thoughts, but they’re not pretty ones.

As a company with almost any product or service to offer, does this fellow seem like someone whom you might want to handle your
advertising account? Or at the very least generate valuable professional input and be “on the team”? Advertising agencies don’t think so.

The best advertisers are advertisers who advertise to themselves.

**Quality Control**

It’s going to be up to companies to be proactive when dealing with advertising agencies. Quality control of your product doesn’t stop at the entrances of Madison Avenue’s finest, or at the doors of small local or regional advertising agencies.

If companies put pressure on agencies, and demand 45-plus creatives for products aimed at the 45-plus market, then they will find out that Baby Boomers are still “the single most vibrant and exciting consumer group in the world.”